Bastian Elementary - Safe Routes Utah Text Descriptors
1. SUNSTONE DEVELOPMENT - The far northwest corner of the development will be bussed
according to the Jordan School District transportation guidelines. An updated busing list will be
available at the beginning of each school year. The remainder of the subdivision will walk from their
home to 11800 South and collect onto the sidewalk and walk east to Freedom Park Dr. They will
cross at the corner with the crossing guards. Students will walk on the west side of Freedom Park
Blvd. and walk South to Anthem Park Blvd. and continue walking on the west side of Anthem Park
Blvd. turning onto Bigbend Park Dr. Students will walk on the west side of the street and enter the
school on the east side.
2. ANTHEM DEVELOPMENT (Including Arches Park, Acadia Park and Yosemite Park) - Students
will leave their home and make their way to Anthem Park Blvd., walking south on the east sidewalk.
They will cross with the crossing guards at the intersection of Anthem Park Blvd., Herriman Blvd.
and continue walking west on the north sidewalk. Students will enter on Bigbend Creek Dr. and
cross with the crossing guard at the intersection of Bigbend Creek Dr. and Bigbend Vista Dr. and
enter the school from Bigbend Vista Dr. on the west side of the school.
3. MILLER CROSSING - Students will leave their home and make their way to Anthem Park Blvd.,
walking south on the east sidewalk. They cross with the crossing guards at the intersection of
Anthem Park Blvd. and Herriman Blvd. and continue walking west on the north sidewalk. Students
will enter on Bigbend Creek Dr. and cross with the crossing guard at the intersection of Bigbend
Creek Dr. and Bigbend Vista Dr.,and enter the school from Bigbend Vista Dr. on the west side of the
school.
4. CREEKRIDGE DEVELOPMENT - Students will leave their homes and walk to the south side of
Herriman Blvd. where they will walk east on the sidewalk until they reach Mustang Trail Way (6000
West) and cross with a crossing guard across 6000 W. Students will cross again with the crossing
guard across Herriman Blvd. to the North side of the road. Students continue walking east and enter
on Bigbend Creek Dr. and cross with the crossing guard at the intersection of Bigbend Creek Dr.
and Bigbend Vista Dr. and enter the school from Bigbend Vista Dr. on the westside of the school.
5. FARMGATE and COPPERWOOD - Students will make their way to the sidewalks on the west
side of Freedom Park Blvd. and walk South to Anthem Park Blvd and continue walking on the west
side of Anthem Park Blvd. turning onto Bigbend Park Dr. Students will walk on the west side of the
street and enter the school on the east side.
6. YUKON PARK - Students will leave their homes and walk towards Anthem Park Blvd. Then,
students turn South onto Anthem Park Blvd. walking on the west side of Anthem Park Blvd. turning
onto Bigbend Park Dr. Students will walk on the west side of the street and enter the school on the
east side.

7. RUSHMORE PARK - Students will make their way to the North sidewalks of Anthem Park Blvd.
They will cross Freedom Park Dr. with the crossing guards and continue towards the school walking
on the west side of Anthem Park Blvd. turning onto Bigbend Park Dr. Students will walk on the west
side of the street and enter the school on the east side.
8. TERRAMEER - Students will leave their homes and walk south towards Herriman Blvd. where
they will walk west on the north sidewalk. Children then cross with the crossing guards at Anthem
Park Blvd. and continue walking west on the north sidewalk. Students will enter on Bigbend Creek
Dr. and cross with the crossing guard at the intersection of Bigbend Creek Dr. and Bigbend Vista Dr.
and enter the school from Bigbend Vista Dr. on the west side of the school.
9. HERITAGE HILLS - Students will leave their homes and walk East towards 6000 W. and turn
North walking on the west sidewalks towards Herriman Blvd. and cross with a crossing guard across
6000 W. Cross again with the crossing guard across Herriman Blvd. to the North side of the road.
They will continue walking east and enter on Bigbend Creek Dr. and cross with the crossing guard
at the intersection of Bigbend Creek Dr. and Bigbend Vista Dr. and enter the school from Bigbend
Vista Dr. on the west side of the school.
10. OLD HERRIMAN- Students will leave their homes and make their way to the west side of 6000
W. They will walk North until they get to 12900 S. They will cross with the crossing guard and
continue walking East on the South side of 12900s. When students get to the intersection of 12900
S. and Rosecrest Rd. they will cross with the crossing guard. After crossing to the North-East side of
the road, students will walk North, staying on the east side of the road, until they get to the
intersection of Rosecrest Rd. and Herriman Blvd. The students will again cross the intersection with
the crossing guards and continue walking west on the north sidewalk. Students will enter on
Bigbend Creek Dr. and cross with the crossing guard at the intersection of Bigbend Creek Dr. and
Bigbend Vista Dr. and enter the school from Bigbend Vista Dr. on the west side of the school.
11. BLACK HAWK (East of 6400 W.) - Bussed

12. WEST DAYBREAK- Bussed

13. BLACK HAWK (West of 6400 W.) - Students will leave their homes and make their way to the
North side of Herriman Main St. walk east on the north sidewalk to 6000 W. Students then walk
North on the west side until they get to 12900 S. They will cross with the crossing guard and
continue walking East on the South side of 12900s. When students get to the intersection of 12900
S. and Rosecrest Rd., they will cross with the crossing guard. After crossing to the North-East side
of the road, students will walk North, staying on the east side of the road, until they get to the
intersection of Rosecrest Rd. and Herriman Blvd. The students will again cross the intersection with
the crossing guards and continue walking west on the north sidewalk. Students will enter on
Bigbend Creek Dr., cross with the crossing guard at the intersection of Bigbend Creek Dr. and
Bigbend Vista Dr., and enter the school from Bigbend Vista Dr. on the west side of the school.

